TOMORROW’S

FINANCIAL
ANALYTICS,
TODAY
Companies are looking at finance to
provide the answers that will position
them to succeed in the future.

SMARTER FINANCE MOVES YOU FORWARD
Smarter finance means trustworthy predictions,
precise recommendations and successful
strategic direction

47%
say they lack the right
capabilities / skills
to meet the needs of
strategic priorities1
- EY

56%

40%

cannot focus on
strategic priorities
due to time spent
on compliance,
controls and costs1
- EY

of all computing will
revolve around edge
computing, IoT and
analytics by 20202
- IDC

FASTER FINANCE BEATS DEADLINES
Faster finance automates tasks, simplifies processes
and accelerates business

40%

of transactional
accounting work
will be replaced
by automation
by 20203
- ACCENTURE

48%

of CxOs will take
action in the next
year to automate
admin & low
skill roles4
- MIT

50

RICHER FINANCE IS CONNECTED INTELLIGENTLY
Richer finance unifies data access, in-line data
preparation and data visualization for everyone

71%

57%
of CFOs believe that delivery
of data and advanced analytics
is a critical capability of
tomorrow’s finance5
- EY

of FP&A professionals are more
able to create meaningful insights
if they have predictive analytics6
- ABERDEEN GROUP

The spotlight is on finance executives to
help mold the path to success. Advanced
analytics enables them to create that
opportunity for a bright future.

FUTURE FINANCE MEANS DATA-DRIVEN STORYTELLERS
Future finance must harness advanced data analytics
for companies to succeed
Companies that use analytics
effectively are:

2X

3X

5X
as likely to make
decisions faster7

as likely to
execute decisions
as expected7

as likely to be in
the top quartile7

FIND OUT MORE
Take a look at how you can be a part of the analytics revolution

GO TO: ORACLE.COM/BUSINESSANALTYICS
to learn more and download a free trial.
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